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Today: Manual Management of Interconnections

Status Quo:
• Technicians
• 100,000 Manual Connections Per 

Data Center
• Slow Response Time (Days vs Mins)
• Manual Data Entry

Pain = Operational Problems, Service 
Limitations, Slow Response Time, 
Errors



Robot + Patch-Panel is a Hard Technology Problem

Technical Challenges:
• Optical Fiber Interconnects Easily Tangle as 

They Are Reconfigured
• Optical Fiber is Delicate, Sensitive to Bending
• Industrial Robots Not Compact Enough to 

Access Space Between High Density  
Interconnects Without Destroying/Damaging 
Interconnects

• Must be Much More Reliable and Scalable 
Than Today’s Optical Switches (i.e. MEMS)

Robot Needs to Move Any Connector Out of 1,000s And Carry Fiber 
Optic Cable Attached it Without Disconnecting/Entangling Others



Telescent Network Topology Manager (NTM)

NTMs to Automate Data Centers:

• Incorporates AI, Robotics and 
Network Performance Monitoring

• All-Fiber Design Provides 
Unsurpassable Performance

• Future-Proof



Software
Orchestrator

Operating 
System

REST API

Monitoring 
Apps

AI Optimization 
Apps

Up to 1,008 
Connections Per 

Rack

a-MMR App

Open API to Manage Physical Layer
• Automates

⎯ Record Keeping
⎯ Troubleshooting
⎯ Network Performance and Security Monitoring
⎯ Reconfiguration of Interconnects
⎯ Security Checks and Balances

• Accelerates
⎯ Service Provisioning in Minutes vs Days
⎯ MTDC Billing Cycle
⎯ Service Restoration
⎯ Migration
⎯ DevOps/NetOps

• Eliminates
⎯ Emergency Calls at 2 am
⎯ Stranded CapEx: Servers, Line Cards, Spares
⎯ Dirty/Damaged Connectors
⎯ Human Error
⎯ Risk of Outage/Financial Penalties



Internal Strands Routed 
Without Entanglement

Knots, Braids, Strands Algorithm

Dynamic Interconnect 
Fabric Transforms 
Between Arbitrary 
Connection States

Without Entanglement

• Optical Fibers = “Strands”
• Set of Cross-Connects = 

“Braid”
• Blocking = “Knots”



Open APIs Enable Physical Layer Health Monitoring 
and Analytics

Jan

Network 
Topology 
Manager 

(NTM)

Telescent 
Managed 
Service

Optical Time 
Domain 

Reflectometer 
(OTDR)

Optical Power 
Meter (OPM)

Packet 
Analyzer

Deep Packet 
Inspector

Automated 
Meet-Me-

Room

• NTM Dynamically Connects Optical 
Monitoring Probes 

- Anytime, anywhere in network 
- Full visibility of physical network performance
- Off-line and in-line monitoring

• Probes Include:
- OTDR to monitor physical link integrity
- OPM to monitor signal levels
- Packet Analyzer to monitor Transport + Ethernet 

Deep Packet Inspector to monitor data packets 
and cybersecurity



Example Use Case
Automated Meet-me-Room (a-MMR)



Long-Term Trend: Enterprises Outsourcing DCs, 
Moving Applications to Cloud 

• For Security and/or Control, Enterprises Insist on Owning Equipment
• Don’t Want to Own and Operate Building Infrastructure
• MTDCs Allow Enterprises to Put Their Equipment in Shared Facilities, 

But in Secured Areas For Exclusive Access 
• Enterprises Still Need to Connect to Carrier Transmission Facilities 

and Cloud Service Providers 
• Connections Drive All-Important Meet-Me-Room “MMR” Service
• Equinix Forecasts 48% CAGR of Their MMR Interconnect Bandwidth 

Through 2024



Definitions
a-MMR = Automated Meet-Me-Room

INTER-Cage = Connections Between Cages
INTRA-Cage = Connections Within Cage

Customer A Cage Customer B CageNTM

a-MMR App



Telescent a-MMR Service

Enterprise
Cage

MTDC(1) Enterprise 
Requests 

Connection a-MMR app
Service Provider

Cage



Telescent a-MMR Service

Enterprise
Cage

MTDC
a-MMR app

Service Provider
Cage

(2) Service 
Provider Accepts 

Connection 
Request



Telescent a-MMR Service

Enterprise
Cage

MTDC
a-MMR app

Service Provider
Cage

(3) NTM Executes in Minutes



Telescent a-MMR Service

Enterprise
Cage

MTDC
a-MMR app

Service Provider
Cage

(4) Telescent Executes in Minutes



a-MMR App Software Architecture 

NTM EM

Customer Client
e.g. MTDC WebPortal

Multi-Node

a-MMR Frontend

NTM EM

Access Control
Accounting & Audit Logging

a-MMR Backend

Cross-Connect Request and Approval Flow

Open RESTApi

Customer Registration and Management

NTM EM or Multi-Node Control

NTM EM

HTTP(s) Open RESTApi



Why Automation of MMR Will Become Ubiquitous
Initial Value Proposition is Faster MTDC Service Delivery, Increased 

Revenue Generation and Reduced OpEx

Improves MTDC Customer Satisfaction, Reputation and 
Competitiveness 

Reputation Will Enable MTDCs to Lease-out More Cages, Increase 
Market Share and Grow Highly Profitable Interconnect Business

Ultimately, ALL MTDCs Will Need to Automate to Remain 
Competitive



Additional Data Center Use Cases



Fiber Plant Affects Data Center Performance
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ABSTRACT
We take a comprehensive look at packet corruption in data center
networks, which leads to packet losses and application performance
degradation. By studying 350K links across 15 production data
centers, we �nd that the extent of corruption losses is signi�cant
and that its characteristics di�er markedly from congestion losses.
Corruption impacts fewer links than congestion, but imposes a
heavier loss rate; and unlike congestion, corruption rate on a link
is stable over time and is not correlated with its utilization.

Based on these observations, we developed CorrOpt, a system to
mitigate corruption. To minimize corruption losses, it intelligently
selects which corrupting links can be safely disabled, while ensuring
that each top-of-rack switch has a minimum number of paths to
reach other switches. CorrOpt also recommends speci�c actions
(e.g., replace cables, clean connectors) to repair disabled links, based
on our analysis of common symptoms of di�erent root causes of
corruption. Our recommendation engine has been deployed in over
seventy data centers of a large cloud provider. Our analysis shows
that, compared to current state of the art, CorrOpt can reduce
corruption losses by three to six orders of magnitude and improve
repair accuracy by 60%.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks → Network measurement; Network reliability; Data
center networks; Network management;

KEYWORDS
CorrOpt, Packet Corruption, Data Center Networks, Optics, Fault
Mitigation
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1 INTRODUCTION
Packet losses in data center networks (DCNs) hurt applications
and can lead to millions of dollars in lost revenue [20, 26, 37]. For
instance, packet loss rate above 0.1% causes RDMA’s throughput
to drop by 25% for bulk transfer [36]. For user-facing video tra�c,
loss rates of 0.01% can cause TCP CUBIC’s throughput to drop by
50% [10]. Even sporadic packet losses can cause catastrophic virtual
machine reboots [5].

Consequently, researchers have explored several approaches
to reduce packet loss, including congestion control, active queue
management, load balancing, and tra�c engineering [2–4, 12, 28,
31, 32, 36]. All of these approaches, however, focus on one source
of packet loss—congestion that occurs when the network’s load
exceeds its capacity.

However, another signi�cant source of packet loss, namely packet
corruption, has received little attention. Packet corruption occurs
when the receiver cannot correctly decode transmitted bits. Such
decoding errors cause the cyclic redundancy check in the Ethernet
frame to fail and force the receiver to drop the packet. While recent
studies categorize di�erent sources of packet loss and acknowledge
packet corruption as a contributor [5, 34, 37], not much is known
today about the extent and characteristics of corruption-induced
packet loss.

This paper presents what to our knowledge is the �rst large-scale
study of packet corruption in DCNs. We monitor 350K switch-to-
switch, optical links within 15 data centers of amajor cloud provider,
over seven months. We �nd that, despite the cloud provider’s e�orts
to mitigate corruption, the number of packets lost due to corrup-
tion is signi�cant. To improve mitigation techniques for packet
corruption, we need a thorough understanding of its characteristics.
We uncover several relevant characteristics of corruption losses
and contrast them with those of congestion. For instance, while
the loss rate due to congestion varies with link utilization, that due
to corruption is relatively stable over time and is independent of
the link’s utilization. This observation implies that reducing the
load on the link, as in congestion control, will not reduce packet
corruption rate. We also �nd that, compared to congestion, cor-
ruption plagues fewer links but imposes higher loss rates on those
links. Finally, we �nd that corruption exhibits weak locality, i.e., the
chances of multiple corrupting links being on the same switch or
being topologically close are noticeable but low, while congestion
exhibits strong locality.

We also analyze hundreds of trouble ticket logs to �nd the com-
mon root causes of corruption. These range from faulty transceivers
(i.e., devices that convert between optical and electrical signals) and
switches, to poorly installed hardware, to damaged optical �ber, to
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“To successfully repair a corrupted link 

we analyzed over 300 trouble tickets ... 

root cause 1: Connector contamination 

root cause 2: Damaged or bent fiber”

• MSFT: Manual Processes Degrade 
Compute Efficiency Across Azure Cloud

• NTM Automates Connector Cleaning 
and Fiber Routing

• NTM Enables Automated Maintenance, 
Performance/Health Monitoring and 
Optimization
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Automation of Fiber Plant Enables Use of Next 
Generation High Speed Pluggables
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• Next Generation Pluggables
Have Lower Power/Lower Link 
Loss Budget

• Inherent Low Loss of NTM 
Connections Maintains Link 
Loss Less Than Budget



Automation Improves Network Utilization
326838 
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Abstract—We describe two applications of machine 

learning in the context of IP (Internet Protocol) 
/Optical networks. The first one allows agile 
management of resources in a core IP/Optical network 
by using machine learning for short-term and long-
term prediction of traffic flows. It also allows joint 
global optimization of IP and optical layers using 
colorless/directionless (CD)  ROADMs (Reconfigurable 
Optical Add Drop Multiplexers). Multilayer 
coordination allows for significant cost savings, 
flexible new services to meet dynamic capacity needs, 
and improved robustness by being able to proactively 
adapt to new traffic patterns and network conditions. 
The second application is important as we migrate our 
networks to Open ROADM networks, to allow physical 
routing without the need for detailed knowledge of 
optical parameters. We discuss a proof-of-concept 
study, where detailed performance data for 
established wavelengths in an existing ROADM 
network is used for machine learning to predict the 
optical performance of each wavelength. Both 
applications can be efficiently implemented by using 
a SDN (Software Defined Network) controller. 
 

Index Terms — Machine Learning; Traffic Matrix 
Prediction; Multi-Layer Optimization; Routing; Open 
ROADMs; Optical Transport Network; SDN.     

I. INTRODUCTION 
here is great recent interest in applying machine learning 
techniques in the networking context.  See [1, 2] for 

recent surveys. In this paper, we provide two initial 
applications of machine learning to more efficiently manage 
IP/Optical networks in conjunction with a SDN controller.  

First Application – Predicting Network Traffic 
Matrix: The traffic management of a core IP/Optical 
backbone of a large Internet Service Provider (ISP) must deal 
with dynamic traffic changes under various network 
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conditions including scheduled and unscheduled outages, 
and make efficient use of network resources while also 
satisfying the loss and latency requirements of each class of 
traffic type it carries [3, 4]. It also needs to be flexible enough 
to provide new services demanding dynamic capacity [3, 5]. 
The IP layer of the network consists of IP links connected 
among IP devices such as router ports or white-box switch 
ports. The IP links are routed over a path in the optical layer 
using ROADMs, transponders at endpoints, and optical 
signal regenerators along the path when it is longer than the 
system optical reach. Improving efficiency means reducing 
the totality of IP resources (IP ports), optical resources and 
optical-to-electrical conversion resources (ROADMs, 
transponders and regenerators). If there are N traffic 
endpoints and K Quality of Service (QoS) classes, the totality 
of traffic flows can be specified by a traffic matrix of KN(N-1) 
elements and each such element represents the traffic from a 
specific source to a specific destination and belonging to a 
specific QoS class. The elements of the traffic matrix are 
usually highly correlated and their variability over time may 
be characterized by complex, nonlinear oscillations and 
seasonal periodicities at different time scales. We use 
machine learning for accurate short-term and long-term 
prediction of all elements of the traffic matrix, combine that 
with joint global optimization of IP and optical layers [6] 
using Colorless/Directionless (CD) ROADMs [7] and use 
Multi-Layer SDN (Software Defined Network) controller [4, 
8] for implementation. This results in significant cost 
savings, flexible new services to meet dynamic capacity needs 
with better accuracy, and increased robustness by being able 
to proactively adapt to new traffic patterns and network 
conditions. The general methodology used here belongs to the 
category of “Traffic prediction and virtual topology 
(re)design” in Table II of [2].  However, while most of the 
related references mentioned in [2] use synthetic data, we use 
real data from a large ISP and furthermore combine the 
machine learning approach with joint global optimization of 
IP and optical layers. 

All authors are with AT&T Labs at 200 S. Laurel Ave, 
Middletown, NJ 07748, USA (gchoudhury@att.com, 
dflynch@att.com, gt6510@att.com, stse@att.com) 

Two Use Cases of Machine Learning 
for SDN-Enabled IP/Optical 

Networks: Traffic Matrix Prediction 
and Optical Path Performance 

Prediction 
Gagan Choudhury, David Lynch, Gaurav Thakur and Simon Tse 

T 

Vol. 10, No. 10, October 2018, IEEE J. Optical 
Communication Networks

“34% cost savings with machine learning 

for traffic prediction combined with 

changing topology as traffic changes”

• AT&T: Manual Processes Prevent 
Optimal Utilization of Network 
Backbone and Spares

• NTM Enables Distributed 
Performance Monitoring, Sharing 
of Spares and Load Balancing
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Conclusion


